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JANET DEAN FODOR AND STEPHEN CRAIN

PHRASE STRUCTURE PARAMETERS1

1. INTRODUCTION

Travis (1989) has proposed a set of parameters to control certain aspect
of word order. Specifically, she is concerned with the position, within

maximal projection, of object NP, argument PP (=PP1) and adjunct

(=PP2) each relative to the position of the head.2 Her aim is to show h
parameters can "account for the diversity of worol order in natural la
guage while being restrictive enough to provide an explanatory accoun
and she explicitly contrasts this approach with a phrase structure approa
Phrase structure rules "were too powerful and the range of possi

word orders was not at all diminished" (p. 3).3 The past tenses in t

quotation reflect the fact that Government Binding theory has elimina

phrase structure rules from the base component of transformational gr

mars. But traditional phrase structure rules have been refined and giv
new life in a variety of recent non-transformational theories, most not

Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG).4 (See Gazdar, Klei
Pullum and Sag, 1985; hereafter GKPS.) GPSG analyzes node labels i

syntactic features, just as modern transformational theory does. And
modularizes the constraints on local trees into domination and order r

1 We would like to thank Mark Baltin, David Perlmutter and Lisa Travis for helpf
comments and advice on this paper. Errors are ours alone.

2 These are the only aspects of word order addressed in this paper. On the positions of
head constituents relative to each other, Travis follows Stowell (1981) in assuming that c

and theta assignment require adjacency (see Section 4 below). This results in a closen

to-head generalization independent of left-right order, with NP closest to the head, PP1 ne

closest and PP2 most distant. On adjacency relations in a phrase structure framework,
footnote 23 below.

3 Similar evaluations of phrase structure grammar are common. See, for example, Chom

(1986, Chap. 3), Jaeggli and Safir (1987, Sect. 1) and Lasnik and Uriagereka (1988, Ch
1). Directed against traditional phrase structure grammars, these objections are enti
appropriate.
4 More recent work in this tradition is represented by Head-driven Phrase Structure Gram
mar (HPSG; see Pollard and Sag, 1987). Where the differences are relevant to the discussion
below, we will reference HPSG. But since GPSG is more widely known (see Sells, 1985),
through most of the paper we will take GPSG as representative of the phrase structure

approach.

Linguistics and Philosophy 13: 619-659, 1990.
? 1990 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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620 J. D. FODOR AND S. CRAIN

strictions, just as modern transformational theory does. Because of

GPSG grammars are capable of capturing generalizations that we
yond the capabilities of traditional phrase structure grammars with
monolithic node labels and unitary rules.
We will show that a phrase structure theory offers an account of

data Travis5 is concerned with which is at least as explanatory
proposed parameter theory account, and arguably more so. We d

argue here that a parameter setting account is incorrect. But we wi
draw attention to the fact that modern phrase structure grammars
plicitly 'parameterize' syntactic phenomena, and that these inheren

ameters are descriptively just as adequate - at least in this case
explicitly designed parameters are.

2. TRAVIS' PARAMETER SETTING ACCOUNT

The facts to be accounted for are shown in (1), with Travis' estimat
markedness indicated. The chart at the right gives the parameter se

needed on Travis' analysis; they will be explained below. We wil

question these facts; our purpose in this paper is to consider the sor
formal mechanisms that could account for them.

(1) Head Theta Case

(a) PP2 PP1 NP V attested

(b) PP2 PP1 V NP attested, marked R

(c) PP2 NP V PP1 not attested, assumed
impossible

(d) PP2 V NP PP1 attested, marked R
(e) PP1 NP V PP2 attested, marked L

(f) PP1 V NP PP2 not attested, assumed
impossible

(g) NP V PP1 PP2 attested, marked L

(h) V NP PP1 PP2 attested, unmarked I

Note that the unmarked orders are those in which all non-heads ar

the same side of the head, the marked orders are those in which the n

5 All references to Travis are to Travis (1989) unless otherwise indicated.
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PHRASE STRUCTURE PARAMETERS 621

heads split on either side of the head, and the impossible orders (c) and
(f) are those in which this split groups NP with PP2.6
Travis proposes three parameters to control constituent order: Head
edness, Theta-direction and Case-direction. The latter two are referred t
as subdomain parameters, and they both have two values, Right and Left.

Headedness has the values Initial and Final. The three parameters are
in agreement if Case-direction and Theta-direction are set to Left an
Headedness is set to Final, or if Case- and Theta-direction are set to Right

and Headedness is set to Initial. (So the relations among them might be
more perspicuous if the values Final and Initial for Headedness were r

labelled Left and Right respectively, where these terms refer to the posi
tions of non-heads relative to the head, rather than vice versa. Then the

three parameters would be in agreement when they all have the same
value - either Left or Right, giving order (a) or order (h) above respec
tively.) What to do about conflicting settings is the interesting part of
Travis' system.

Since three binary parameters are logically sufficient to distinguish eight
word orders, this system does not yet explain the impossibility of two
orders, or the differences in markedness among the possible orders.7 In
terms of case and theta roles, the generalization to be captured is that the
only permitted departures from the unmarked 'pure headedness' order

either have all and only case-marked complements to one side of the

head, or have all and only theta-marked complements to one side of the
head. However, this generalization does not immediately follow from the
parameters; a number of assumptions are needed in order to derive it.
To exclude the impossible orders, Travis introduces two restrictions (p.

275):

6 Travis' data are drawn from English, Chinese and Kpelle. The criterion for markedness
on which her estimates are based appears to be frequency of occurrence across languages.

For example, Travis (1984, p. 107) notes the "rarity" of languages which exhibit orders
other than head-peripheral. Orders (c) and (f) are classed as impossible since this is the
strongest claim compatible with the fact that they are so far unattested. We note that this
ranking of word order patterns is not demanded by learnability considerations, and nor is

any other ranking. The 'subset problem' for acquisition (see Berwick, 1982; Wexler and
Manzini, 1987) does not arise because Travis restricts discussion to languages which permit
only one order, and positive data will always be sufficient to identify the order for any given

target language.
7 Presupposing, as is standard, that the alternative settings of any one parameter are mutually
exclusive, these three parameters also cannot specify multiple orders for the same categories.
Freedom of order will apparently arise only where the parameters have no effects (e.g., two
PP1 in relation to each other), or as a result of optional transformational movement.
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622 J. D. FODOR AND S. CRAIN

(2)a. If a subdomain direction is specified, this is all that m
specified.
b. If no subdomain direction is specified, then a value must be
given for headedness.
These add up to the requirement that one and only one of the three
parameters be set in any grammar. We will show below how this excludes
orders (c) and (f). First we consider the differences in markedness between

the permitted orders, e.g., the superiority of (a) over (b) and (d). (In
what follows we will discuss orders (a)-(d). Exactly comparable arguments
apply to the mirror image orders (e)-(h).)
To obtain the desired markedness rankings, Travis begins with a stipul
ation: having the Headedness parameter set is designated as the unmarked

case; having either of the subdomain parameters set is designated as
marked.8 This entails the superiority of (a) over the other orders, in the
following way. First, the restrictions in (2) guarantee that Headedness is
set if and only if the subdomain parameters are not, in which case all non

heads are to the same side of the head as in (a). Thus order (a) is
unmarked. Second, if a subdomain parameter is set, the non-heads will
necessarily not all be to the same side of the head; they will be split across
it as in the orders (b) and (d). So (b) and (d) will be marked. The reason

why the non-heads will be split across the head in this situation is as
follows. As we have observed, the restrictions in (2) really say no more
than that exactly one of the three parameters must be set, but Travis
also makes another assumption which restricts the functioning of the
parameters. This is that setting either of the subdomain parameters carries
with it an implicit contrast with headedness: if the Case-direction par
ameter, for example, is set Right, that will entail that all other non-heads
(i.e., non-heads that don't receive case) appear on the left. Thus when a
subdomain parameter is set one way, it is as if Headedness were set the
other way, though in fact the Headedness parameter is not 'officially' set

at all.9

8 This proposal that it is less marked to set the Headedness parameter than the subdomain

parameters is an independent aspect of the theory from the proposal (see below) that
headedness serves as a default when a parameter other than Headedness is set.
9 This restriction doesn't follow from anything else and thus remains a stipulation. Travis
offers an informal rationale for it (p. 275), viz., that if headedness did not contrast with how
the subdomain parameter is set, it would have been sufficient to set the Headedness par
ameter instead, which is less marked. However, we see no way in which this explanation
could be built into the workings of the system, to replace the explicit stipulation. For
example, Travis writes (p. 274): "Let us assume ... that subdomains need be stipulated only
when they are separated from other elements of the maximal projection". If this means
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One further ingredient in Travis' account is the assumption that "unspe

cified parameters have the option of both possible values" (p. 277).10 This

assumption is necessary to ensure that all of (a), (b) and (d) will be
acceptable. For instance, if only the Case-direction parameter is set, theta
assignment is unconstrained and thus can occur in the direction consonant

with the case setting for the object NP but in the opposite direction for

PP1; this is needed for order (b). Likewise, if the Theta-direction par
ameter is set, case assignment is free to occur in the direction established

for the object NP by theta assignment. If only Headedness is set, both
case assignment and theta assignment are free to concur with the order
established by Headedness. Since the setting of one parameter guarantees
the non-setting of the others, and hence freedom with respect to them, it
now follows that there will never be a conflict between the three proper
ties.11 Therefore all six potential orders stemming from the two settings
for each of three parameters will be acceptable.
We are now in a position to see what blocks the impossible orders (c)
and (f). Travis observes that just these two orders require the setting of
more than one of the three parameters. The settings for the six acceptable
orders are shown in (1) above; in each case one parameter is sufficient,
given the assumption that headedness is determined indirectly by Case
direction or Theta-direction for (b), (d), (e) and (g). But there is no way
to characterize (c) short of setting the Theta-direction parameter to Right
and the Case-direction parameter to Left, with headedness also established
as left either directly or indirectly. Then the object NP could move from

post-head position where it receives a theta role, to pre-head position
where it receives case; the PP1 would be post-head to receive its theta
role, and the PP2 would be pre-head by headedness. (All of this would
apply in reverse for order (f).)

"... only when they are separated from all other elements of the maximal projection", then
it simply restates the stipulation. If it means "... only when they are separated from any

other element(s) of the maximal projection", then it fails in the situation where Case
direction is set, since it does not uniquely fix the positions of PP1 and PP2 and hence admits
among others the impossible order (c).
10 However, this assumption is clearly intended to apply only to the subdomain parameters.

For the Headedness parameter, it is apparently to be understood as overridden by the
determination of headedness as opposite to the setting of the Case-direction or Theta
direction parameters: in those situations the Headedness parameter is not set, but it does
not have the option of both possible values.
" Travis (p. 270) earlier considered allowing two of the parameters to be set simultaneously
and reconciling conflicts by assuming movement of a phrase from a position in which it can
receive a theta role to a position in which it can receive case. Subsequently she rejected the

movement analysis. (But see Koopman, 1983.)
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This account of the impossibility of orders (c) and (f) embod

insight that the grouping of NP and PP2 on the same side of the h
the exclusion of PP1, is an unnatural grouping in a system whose d
tive primitives are case and theta assignment; it cannot be expres

generalization about either. Case assignment singles out NP fr
three complement types, leaving PP1 and PP2 grouped together

assignment groups NP and PP1, leaving PP2 aside. But no generaliz

is possible across NP and PP2 except by reference to both fact

and PP2 have in common only the disjunctive property of either h
case or not having a theta role. Likewise the complementary set con
of just PP1 can be picked out only on the basis of its having a the
but no case assigned by the head. By associating one parameter wit
assignment and another with theta assignment, Travis translates th
of generalization into the need to set both parameters. And then t

be penalized or totally excluded, as by her requirement that on
parameter be set.12

This parametric approach works, but its ratio of assumptions to
tions is very high. A considerable amount of apparatus is empl
license and rank six word order patterns. Travis notes that the three
parameters provide too much power and need to be restricted, and
does indeed restrict them.13 But the ideal restriction would be one

12 Sufficient justification for this requirement would be that it accounts for the fa
economically. But Travis also regards the set-only-one-parameter approach as supe

theoretical grounds, since it is consistent with the assumption that "grammatical rules

'count"' (p. 274). However, this is a dubious application of this form of argument.
speaking no rule is involved here; what would have to count is the grammar its
one of the three parameters had been set, the grammar would have to freeze the ot
Alternatively, they might be wired up so that to set any one of them would autom
unset any other one that had been set previously. The same general sort of m
would work if it were required instead that exactly two of the three parameters c
set. The mechanism would probably be somewhat more complicated, but it is not cl

there would be a principled difference. The issue of principle is not how much 'cross-w
between parameters there is, but whether there is any at all. Much the simplest wa
to spare the grammar from having to count would be for there to be no cross con
at all; the three parameters would be set completely independently of each other. W
to this point below.

13 The number of parameters is by no means grossly inappropriate. The task is to
six distinct parametric specifications, each of which will identify one of the six d

permitted orders. This is quite different and much more demanding than the task of w
a grammar that will generate six of the eight imaginable orders. In the latter case o
get by with a single 'parameter' which excludes whatever the two prohibited order

common. But more is needed to distinguish the six possible language types. An alt
to the Travis system would be a binary parameter for headedness, plus a ternary pa
specifying exceptions to headedness, whose values would be: none; case-marked cons
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somehow inherent in the system or in the choice of parameters, so th
the extra power is not even potentially available. Instead, Travis impos
restrictions on top of the system, by means of additional assumptions su
as the set-only-one constraint, and the conventions linking the values

unset parameters to the one that is set. It is these linkages across p
ameters that are especially disturbing. What is postulated is a spec
complex of three parameters whose settings are interrelated. Alter
tively, the complex could be viewed as a single parameter which h

internal structure.14 Either way, it exhibits a richness which, though co

patible with the general concept of parameters, goes beyond the simples
and strongest kind of parameter model in which the parameters are mu

ally independent.
Independence is the strongest (most restrictive) assumption in that i
provides the fewest degrees of freedom to be exploited by a theory in

adjusting the empirical consequences of its parameters to fit the observe

facts.'5 If there can be mutually dependent complexes of parameters, th
a parameter could be proposed even if it would give incorrect results in

combination with previously assumed parameters, because it and th
could be linked into a parameter-complex (a 'super-parameter') with

which their interactions could be tailored as desired.

It is sometimes suggested that linked parameters are optimal. For exam
ple, Hyams (1986a, p. 156) says that it "seems desirable from the point
of view of acquisition" that parameters should be "interrelated in some
fashion" (though she notes that this makes it more difficult to determin
what language results from a given setting of parameters). However, th
is not the appropriate point of view for purposes of the present argumen
Given a fixed number of parameters characterizing natural languages, i

theta-marked constituents. Another possibility would be a binary headedness parameter
binary parameter specifying whether or not there are exceptions to headedness, and a bina
parameter specifying the exception(s) as either case-marked constituents or theta-marke

constituents; but this, of course, is no fewer parameters than in Travis' system. The

appears to be no system that is significantly more economical and also retains the linguis
generalizations. (In principle there could be a single parameter with six values, each specif
ing a legitimate word order, but then all generalizations would be lost.)

14 For example, it could be a single ternary parameter whose values are the three Travis
parameters. To set the top-level ternary parameter would be to determine which one of t
three internal parameters is to be set. This is essentially what is proposed in Goodall

press) which deals with issues closely related to those of this section; we do not discu
Goodall's paper here because we encountered it only just before going to press. (See al
footnote 13 for other ways of capturing the interdependence.)

15 It should be noted that the Independence Principle of Manzini and Wexler (1987) a
Wexler and Manzini (1987) concerns independence of parameters in a different sense.
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would indeed be more convenient for learners if the parameter

were linked, because then it would take less work to set them all. It

also be good news for linguistic theory (any linguistic theory), sin
would imply that there is less variation across languages than one
have thought. But from the perspective of a fixed number of
language types in the world that need to be accounted for, it is bet
linguistic theory if the parameters are independent, because then
languages will be distinguished with fewer parameters, and the dist
will be more systematic.
The Travis parameterization of word order rejects independen
opens the way to admitting comparable non-independent paramet
plexes for the description of other natural language phenomena. B

have seen that non-independence is a descriptive extravagance
effect is to reduce the explanatory power of a parametric mod

predictions then follow less from general properties of the theor
framework, and more from the specific assumptions that are made
that framework. It may be, of course, that non-independence wil
out to be essential for descriptive adequacy. But if not, i.e., if an
tive theory can do the same work just as well without it, then that
will be more compelling.
Before leaving the explicit parameterization account, we shou

that Travis makes one more assumption (p. 275) to handle on

aspect of the facts. This is that the value for the Headedness para

may vary across categories, while the value of a subdomain par

may not vary across categories. In other words, there is one Heade
parameter per major category, but there is just one Case-direct
ameter and one Theta-direction parameter per language.16 Given th

prediction follows that when headedness is established by setti

Headedness parameter, it can vary across categories, but when hea

is established indirectly by setting the Case-direction or the

direction parameter "then it must be consistent throughout the lan

(p. 275). In other words, headedness may vary across categorie

16 Again, there is some intuitive rationale but it cannot do any actual work within the

Travis notes (p. 279, footnote 13) that grammars would be simpler if there cou
cross-category variation in word order. She also observes (p. 274) that "only the
parameter of headedness may vary from category to category". Together, thes

suggest the idea that only a parameter which is itself 'inexpensive' should be able t
the expensiveness of grammars by varying across categories. We will show below
phrase structure approach captures a similar idea directly and automatically, in te
bound on overall grammar complexity.
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when there are no exceptions to uniform headedness within any category.
Travis notes that this generalization is consistent with Chinese, Kpelle and

German.17

3. A PHRASE STRUCTURE ACCOUNT
We will now show that a modern phrase structure theory achieves effects
very much like those of an explicit parameter theory, as a natural conse
quence of its use of syntactic features when combined with a simple formal

(=symbol-counting) simplicity metric. And at least in the case of the
word order parameters, the features that are needed are independently
motivated; the familiar feature system does not have to be distorted in
order to account for these facts.18
To illustrate this we start by assuming the structure for verb phrases
shown in (3) (where constituent order is irrelevant; only the hierarchical
structure matters).

(3) V'
PP2 V'
PP1 NP V

Other assumptions about the node labels in (3) would do equally w
our purposes. For instance, the mother of PP2 could be V", so that

17 However Hawkins (1983), who considers a wider range of data, concludes that
general, non-absolute tendency towards word order consistency across categorie
language, which he calls Cross Categorial Harmony. Travis is proposing instead t
is absolute harmony in some languages, and no tendency at all towards harmony
(the head-peripheral languages). In fact she makes the very strong prediction

language shows any difference at all between categories with respect to their within

orders, then every category in the language is head-peripheral. So she predicts t
are only two kinds of languages: (i) head-peripheral in all constructions, though w
same language some may be head-initial and some may be head-final; (ii) head-no
eral in every construction, with perfect harmony across categories. The data pr
Hawkins' book do not support this classification (though it is of course conce
deeper analysis of the languages in question might do so).

18 The phrase structure description given here will cover only the data that Tr
parameters and markedness rankings are designed to account for. Among the ph
not included are: order of subject and verb phrase; order among non-heads; or
clausal complements; multiple orders for the same categories.
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introducing PP2 is not recursive. Or the rule for PP2 could be recur

V", etc. Suitable adjustments in the word order rules below could b
to mesh with these alternatives.19 For the rules that generate (3) w
assume the ID/LP (Immediate Dominance/Linear Precedence) for

GPSG.20 The ID rules for (3) are shown in (4).

(4) [+V, -N, BAR 1]- [+V, -N, BAR 1], [-V, -N, BA

[+V, -N, BAR 1] [+V, -N, BAR 0], [-V, -N, BAR
[-V, +N, BAR 2]

For expository convenience we have omitted from (3) and (4) a v
of features such as tense, person and number on V and its project
and case, person, number, etc., on the NP. These features will app
trees but they are not needed in the rules because they can be supp
trees by the general conventions that govern feature instantiation.
instantiation is the process by which feature specifications are adde
local tree that is licensed by a rule, over and above the features th
explicitly mentioned in the rule. In fact even the rules in (4) are m
complex than is necessary; they can be reduced to (5).

(5) [+V, -N, BAR 1] -- H[BAR 1], [-V, -N]

[+V, -N, BAR 1] -- H, [-V, -N], [-V, +N]

The H symbol in (5) is the metalinguistic variable used by GKPS
3.3) to indicate which daughter is the head. All redundant feature
cations have been omitted from (5). A specification may be red
because Universal Grammar allows a free choice of value, or

19 GKPS assume that V" immediately dominates V and its arguments. But that affe
the details or the word order analysis we give here, not its substance. The analysi

work less neatly if the structure were completely flat, as Travis assumes, or if binary b

were enforced, as proposed by Kayne (1981) (though binary branching could be t
or a satisfactory treatment somewhat different from the one given here, which w
cover the order among non-heads).

20 ID/LP format is restrictive; it requires grammars to have the ECPO property (Ex
Constant Partial Ordering; see GKPS Ch 3). For many context free phrase structure

mars there is no strongly equivalent ID/LP grammar (see Shieber, 1985). Once

adopted ID/LP format, therefore, it is not strictly accurate to refer to phrase structur

or phrase structure grammars. But for convenience we will continue to do so wher
confusion seems likely to result, since the contrast of central concern in this paper is

such grammars as a class, and systems with a richer array of descriptive resource
GB. As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, GB assumes a small number of w
essentially schematic ID rules (see for instance p. 3 of Chomsky, 1986) in additio
movement rules, case and theta assignment, explicit parameters, and other dev
available within GPSG with or without ID/LP rule format. (See the discussion in Se
below, and see footnotes 25 and 38 for other observations related to ID/LP.)
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the value follows from a universal 'percolation' principle or feature co
occurrence restriction, or from a universal default.21 For example, we
assume that non-head daughters will have the feature [BAR 2] by default,
and that the default value for BAR is one lower on a head daughter than
on its mother.22 Features such as tense, number and person will be freely
instantiated on the mother and the head daughter, and the Head Feature

Convention (HFC) will ensure that they take the same values on both.
HFC will also assign to the head daughter the same values for the major
category features as the mother has.
The ID rules in (5) could be paired with various different LP statements.
For example, to obtain the actual tree in (3), which exhibits order (a) of
(1) above, the LP statements would be as in (6).

(6) Unmarked word order (a):
[-V, -N, BAR 2] < [+V, -N, BAR 1] PP < V'

[-V, -N, BAR 2] < [+V, -N, BAR 0] PP < V
[-V, +N, BAR 2] < [+V, -N, BAR 0] NP < V

For perspicuity the statements in (6) are given in shorthand notation on
the right, but the formulation in terms of syntactic features is what matters.

We should mention that though we are using the GKPS symbol "<" here,
we are interpreting it differently. For GKPS it means "must precede",23

21 Note that 'rule-based grammars' and 'principle-based grammars' are not mutually incom

patible, as is often informally implied. GPSG has both rules and principles. As noted in
Section 6 below, the principles characterize the syntax of the rules (their possible forms)
and the semantics of the rules (i.e., what a rule means, in terms of which trees it licenses).
Unlike GKPS, we assume that all principles, constraints and defaults that govern feature
instantiation are universal and innate; only the rules and the lexicon vary from language to
language. This is not crucial to the general notion of implicit parameterization that we
present here, but it does simplify the details (by excluding, for example, language-specific
feature co-occurrence restrictions which, in standard GPSG, represent another source of

cross-language variation). See Fodor (in press, a) and Fodor and Crain (in prep.) for
discussion of the importance to learnability of this alignment of principles/constraints with

UG, and rules with language-particular phenomena.
22 This is not crucial to our argument. It is a standard assumption, through GKPS do not
accept it. See Pullum (1985) for discussion. We assume that the default is sensitive to rule
type; for example, for a coordination rule introducing multiple head daughters, the default
would be identity of bar level between mother and daughters.
23 More precisely, GKPS define "A < B" to mean that "a node labeled B cannot appear to

the left of a node labeled A in a local tree" (p. 46); i.e., B must not precede A. This

presupposes that A and B are sisters. It does not presuppose that they are adjacent; hence
unlike the Stowell/Travis approach (see footnote 2), LP statements which order non-heads
relative to the head do not impose an order among the non-heads. Some ordering relations
among non-heads follow from constituency facts; e.g., given the structure (3) above, the
PP2 could not intervene between the verb and its arguments (unless the grammar explicitly
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but for reasons of learnability we take it to mean "may precede
makes no difference at this point, but it will become important

will also make use of a head symbol H to distinguish heads f
heads in LP statements. This H is a close relation to the H

used by GKPS in ID rules, though technically somewhat differe
interpretation.25 Under these conventions, (6) would be express

where the [BAR 2] specifications are now omitted since [BAR
default for non-heads.

licensed crossed branches or some GPSG analogue of transformational movemen
non-head orderings would need to be specified by additional LP statements,

assume there are universal defaults which establish unmarked patterns, e.g., tha

object is closer to the head than an oblique NP which is closer than a PP arg
Pollard and Sag (1987) on obliqueness as a basis for ordering of complements.
Nevis (1986) and Ojeda (1988) advocate introduction of a notation '<' to expres

precedence (i.e., precedence plus adjacency). Though we have no space to give the
here, we believe a more natural system would specify precedes (perhaps also
is-closer-to-the-head-than; adjacency to the head would amount to being closer
than anything else is.

24 If an LP statement were construed as specifying an obligatory order, then t
permit free order would be to have no LP statements. By contrast, if an LP sta
construed as specifying a permitted order, then the way to permit free order
multiple LP statements, one characterizing each permitted order. It is the latter
that establishes the right complexity relations among alternative grammars in
learning to be possible in principle in the absence of systematic negative data. If
of a word order statement licensed more orders than the existence of a stateme

would never have any motivation for adding such statements to their grammar
so they would only acquire free word order languages. But of course fixed wor

learnable. Furthermore fixed order appears to be the hypothesis that learners favo

learning free word order languages often begin with fixed order, though the conv

ently does not occur. For empirical data and further discussion see Pinker (198

25 Gazdar and Pullum (1982) employed a head symbol in LP statements. Sub
GKPS chose not to do so, but for what we regard as an invalid reason. Follow
(1984), they observed that use of H would permit a category to be ordered diff
the same language depending on whether it was functioning as a head or as
This would rob grammars of the interesting and restrictive Exhaustive Cons
Ordering (ECPO) property which otherwise follows from the use of ID/LP rule
fact, though, very little of the impact of ECPO would actually be lost. The ID/
would still ensure that constituents are consistently ordered in a language, in
except the relatively rare situation in which the same two constituents appear
two different local tree types, with one constituent as the head in one case, an
constituent or neither as the head in the other case. For example: NP and V

differently ordered as subject and predicate than when they are both complements

We think that the argument should proceed in the opposite direction. That is: i

shown, as we suspect, that this weaker version of ECPO is empirically supe

stronger version, then it is not only tolerable but desirable to use H in LP state
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(7) Unmarked word order (a):

[-V, -N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 1] PP < V'
[-V, -N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 0] PP < V
[-V, +N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 0] NP < V

For the other word orders considered by Travis, the necessary LP
statements would be as in (8)-(10).

(8) Marked word order (b):

[-V, -N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 1] PP < V'
[-V, -N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 0] PP < V
H[+V, -N, BAR 0] < [-V, +N] V < NP

(9) Marked word order (d):

[-V, -N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 1] PP < V
H[+V, -N, BAR O] < [-V, -N] V < PP
H[+V, -N, BAR 0] < [-V, +N] V < NP

(10) Impossible word order (c):

[-V, -N] < H[+V - N, BAR 1] PP < V'
H[+V, -N, BAR O] < [-V, -N] V < PP
[-V, +N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 0] NP < V

For the other four orders in (1) the LP statements would be identical

except that their left and right sides would be reversed. Note that these

eight sets of LP statements constitute all the possibilities, given the restric

ted set of facts we are addressing here (i.e., ID rules as in (5) above, a
single fixed word order per language, disregarding order among non

heads).

As they stand, these sets of LP statements illustrate Travis' objection
against traditional phrase structure theory: that it fails to distinguish un

natural or even impossible languages from natural ones. All of these
grammars are equally easy to state (are of equal size), even though some

are supposed to be 'good' grammars, some are middling, and some are
bad. However, that is only because we haven't yet collapsed LP statements

together by exploiting their featural similarities.26 Note that there are
three things that can vary across these statements: the major category

26 From this point on we will drop GKPS term LP statement and substitute LP rule. This
permits more natural expressions (e.g., rule collapsing rather than statement collapsing), and

nothing seems to be lost by it. (Perhaps for GKPS 'statement' meant 'constraint', but LP
statements are no longer constraints once the interpretation of "<" is changed as discussed

above.)
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features of the head; the bar level of the head; and the categor

non-head sister. In rule set (7) above there are generalizations ac
bar level of the head and category of the non-head; these gener

permit the rules in (7) to reduce to the rule schema (7'), w

that nonverbal maximal projections precede non-maximal projec

Verb.27

(7') Unmarked word order (a):
[-V] < H[+V, -N, BAR 0/1]
For rule sets (8) and (9) above, less sweeping generalizations are possible.
In (8) the first two rules differ only with respect to bar level of the head,

and this allows (8) to reduce as in (8').

(8') Marked word order (b):
[-V, -N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 0/1]
H[+V, -N, BAR O] < [-V, +N]
In (9) the last two rules differ only with respect to the category of the

non-head, and this allows (9) to be collapsed as in (9').

(9') Marked word order (d):
[-V, -N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 1]
H[+V, -N, BAR O] < [-V]
In (10), there is no subset of rules that can be collapsed by generalizing
across feature values, so (10') is identical to (10) and nothing is gained in
simplicity.28

27 It has been argued (e.g., by Muysken, 1983) that bar levels should bc represented by two
binary features. If so, a more elegant feature specification would replace the explicit disjunc

tion in (7') (which is equivalent to the traditional use of braces; we have not used braces
here for merely typographical reasons). Also, depending on how other complements such
as AP, VP and S are ordered, (7') might be further simplified by omitting the specification
[-V] on its left side. Note also that (7') includes NP < V', but this is not a problem since
it will be vacuous given that the ID rules do not introduce NP as sister to V'.
28 Strictly speaking this is true only if the notation does not include angle brackets, which
permit rule collapsing even if there are feature mismatches at more than one place in the
rules. However, it would make little difference if such abbreviatory devices were allowed.
Note that to collapse rules together by inserting angles (or similar symbols) will necessarily
be more 'expensive' (other things being equal) than collapsing rules by omitting parts of

them, as in (7')-(9'). So the simplest representation of (10) would still be more complex

than that of the other rule sets.
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(10') Impossible word order (c):

[-V, -N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 1]
H[+V, -N, BAR 0] < [-V, -N]
[-V, +N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 0]

Now note that the relative sizes of these collapsed sets of LP statements
exactly mirror the markedness values that Travis assigns to the relevant

word orders. The simplest set (7') represents the least marked order; the

middle-sized sets (8') and (9') represent orders that are claimed to be
more marked, and equally so; and the largest set (10') represents the
order that is said to be impossible. Thus a simplicity metric that ranks
GPSG LP components by size will make the same predictions as Travis'
principles-and-parameters system.29 The only divergence concerns (10').
For (10'), the phrase structure approach must either claim that this rule
set exceeds some threshold level of tolerable complexity, so that (10') is
not just undesirable but outright impossible,30 or else it must challenge
Travis' empirical claim that this order is impossible and maintain instead
that it could occur but rarely does so because of its complexity compared
with the others.31 In fact, as Travis notes, the available data don't decide
this issue.

Observe that the phrase structure system establishes this ranking of
markedness values without making any explicit stipulations about what is
marked. It automatically makes head-peripheral orders the least marked

29 The opportunities for collapsing LP rules in (7)-(10) would not be significantly altered if
it were assumed that the notation includes a symbol ">" meaning follows. Such a symbol
would permit left and right sides of statements to be interchanged, which in some cases
might assist rule collapsing by permitting alignment of similar feature sets across the rules.

The relative ranking of (7)-(10), however, would not be affected. This is worth noting
because once we modify the GKPS system by taking "<" to signify permitted rather than
obligatory orders, it is natural to introduce ">" as well. The reason is that it would allow
the collapsing into one schema of a pair of statements of the form A < B and A > B, which
license opposite orders for the same constituents. This would achieve economy in cases of
free word order, while still avoiding the learning problem outlined in footnote 24 above.

30 A variant on this would be to claim that (10') is a possible set of LP rules but is
unlearnable, for example because children exposed to a language with (10') would overgener
alize it and acquire a grammar with something more like (8') or (9') instead. We do not
discuss learnability issues in this paper, because there is a serious problem in establishing
learnability for any rules expressed in feature notation; they exhibit a strong tendency
towards overgeneralization resulting from rule simplification. See Fodor and Crain (in prep.)
and Fodor (in press, b) for discussion and a proposed solution.
31 A simplicity metric which ranks grammars on the basis of size can predict relative mark

edness values but it cannot be expected to determine the cut-off between marked and
impossible grammars, i.e., between acceptable and unacceptable degrees of complexity. That
must be independently established.
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of all, simply because these represent simultaneous generalization
the maximum number of features. This is unlike an explicit princ
and-parameters system which can adopt any parameters, and any ra
of their values, that are useful in accommodating the data. For ins
such a system could if it wished establish parameters and their va

such a way that uniform word orders counted as more marked than
orders.32 By contrast, it is inherent in a phrase structure system (a

as it has means of collapsing its rules into general schemata) that it r
situations in which constituents behave alike more than situations in

they behave differently, and that the reward is greater the more s

the behavior.

This is illustrated further when we consider the predictions that the
phrase structure system makes about generalizations across different maxi
mal projections. So far we have concentrated on word orders within VP,

so there has been no opportunity to generalize across major category
features of the head. This type of generalization is illustrated in (11),
which will collapse as (12).

(11) [-V, -N] < H[+V, -N, BAR 0] PP < V
[-V, -N] < H[+V, +N, BAR 0] PP < A
[-V, -N] < H[-V, -N, BAR 0] PP < P
[-V, -N] < H[-V, +N, BAR 0] PP < N
(12) [-V, -N] < H[BAR O]
Clearly any or all of the LP statements in (7')-(10') could be generalized
in this fashion across head category. The result would be simplification of
the LP component as a whole. It would be considerably cheaper if the LP
rules for AP, for example, were folded into those for VP rather than

32 Chomsky (1986) observes that there are three ways in which GB can classify a phenome
non as marked. It could be in the periphery rather than the core; within the core it could
be associated with a low priority rather than a high priority parameter value; and in the
periphery it could involve more rather than fewer additional rules, exception markings, etc.
Williams (1981) proposes that markedness is a function of how much effort a learner must
expend in arriving at the correct adult form. This is compatible with all of Chomsky's types
of markedness as long as we assume that learners exhaust all resources of core grammar
before resorting to the periphery. By contrast, Hyams (1986a, 1986b) claims that there are
no differences in markedness associated with the different settings of a parameter in the
core; what contributes to markedness is only the amount of peripheral apparatus needed,
which represents how far the phenomenon in question departs from pure parameter settings.

Hyams' approach may well embody an inherent preference for regularity, as the phrase
structure approach does. However it is incompatible with Travis' approach to markedness,
which refers only to the setting of parameters.
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being independently specified; and likewise for PP and NP. Thus the least

marked LP component of all would be one which generalizes simulta
neously across all three aspects of LP rules (head category, head bar level
and non-head category),33 as in (13), which says that all non-heads precede
their head sisters (= a head-final language).

(13) [ ]<H[ ]
Now consider Travis' claim that headedness can vary across categories

only if all heads are positioned on the same side of the head within a
category. In terms of LP rules, this amounts to the claim that in an LP
component containing rules like (7'), which generalize across both head

bar level and non-head category, there can be separate LP rules for
different head categories; but in LP components containing rule sets like
(8') and (9'), which do not fully generalize across these other properties,
there must be generalization across head category. This fact, or something
very close to it, follows once again just from comparisons of grammar
complexity.34
To put the point informally: generalizations simplify grammars, so a
grammar which generalizes across bar level and non-head category can
'afford' not to generalize across head category as well; the overall com
plexity of the LP component will still be quite low. But for a grammar
which does not take advantage of generalizing across these other factors,
it would be more important to economize by having the same rules do
duty for all head categories; otherwise the overall complexity might begin
to approach whatever the threshold of tolerability is. As before, there is

no way of predicting in advance what the actual threshold should be
between highly marked grammars and impossible grammars. But a simpli
city metric applied to the LP components sketched here is at least consist
ent with the claim that the cut-off for cross-category variation falls between

rules like (7') and rule sets like (8') and (9').35
33 These three aspects are all that are relevant to the LP statements under discussion here.
In Section 5 below we consider the possibility of including other features in LP statements,
and generalizing across those other features instead.
34 As will become clear, what is predicted is in fact a non-absolute tendency towards cross
categorial generalization of word order, as proposed by Hawkins; see footnote 17 above.
35 In fact it is unlikely that the cut-off is very narrowly defined. It seems clear that different

languages tolerate rather different degrees of complexity in one or another area of their
syntax (possibly, though not necessarily, with compensating differences in some other area,
or in the morphology, phonology, etc.). So we don't mean to suggest that a complex grammar
literally overflows a rigid limit on brain capacity. A more plausible picture is that language
change is partly shaped by the process of learning, and learners tend to err in the direction
of simpler grammars. In learning, even tiny differences in simplicity between rules may have
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All the predictions derivable from Travis' complex of three para
have thus been derived in a phrase structure system which has no e
parameters, and certainly no complexes of linked parameters. In th
section we consider the possibility that this is just a coincidence,

phrase structure system could not capture the effects of other GB
ameters in a similar way. In Section 5 we consider the opposite dan
that a phrase structure system could simulate any and all other con
parameters, including many that are utterly implausible for natur

guage.

4. EXTENDABILITY OF THE PHRASE STRUCTURE APPROACH
Are the word order facts atypically serendipitous for the phrase structure
approach? If they are, then the equivalence we have noted here between

phrase structure generalizations and explicit word order parameters is a
mere curiosity of no general interest. We will argue that though the word
order facts considered by Travis do lend themselves very readily to the
phrase-structure-rules-with-simplicity-metric approach to markedness,

there is no reason to suppose that they are unique in this respect. In
general, a parametric difference between languages should prove amen
able to a phrase structure approach as long as (a) the relevant properties
of the phenomenon can be encoded by syntactic features, and (b) those
features and their defaults interact appropriately with the simplicity

metric.36

There are certain aspects of the word order patterns that Travis was
concerned with which make them particularly easy to express in phrase
structure terms. The first is the correlation between uniformity of word
order and unmarkedness, noted in the previous section. In general, rank
ings that reflect uniformity lend themselves naturally to the use of a

a considerable effect on the final grammar, if we assume that learners use relative simplicity
as their selection criterion when two rules fit the input equally well. But though the learner's

ranking of grammars is very delicate, the range of grammar complexity that is humanly
tolerable may be quite broad.
36 This whole discussion is subject to the acknowledgement that the GKPS version of GPSG
is limited to context free power, which is known to be insufficient for natural languages (see

Shieber, 1985) (though perhaps not as far from sufficient as is often assumed; see Pullum
and Gazdar, 1982). The goal in developing the theory must be to increase its power just
enough to accommodate the full range of natural language phenomena without letting in
any impossible ones. We note that the cross-serial dependency constructions which are

beyond the capacity of context free grammars have been treated as a matter of linear
precedence, rather than of constituency, by Ojeda (1988), who added a new type of LP rule
capable of interleaving the descendants of sister constituents.
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simplicity metric to determine markedness. More uniform facts need fewer
bits of information (in the technical sense) to identify them, so the gram

mars that describe them will be shorter, other things being equal.37 This
is a boon for the phrase structure approach. A theory with explicit par
ameters is free to assign markedness however the empirical facts happen

to dictate it. As we have seen, Travis was able to allocate different

markedness 'costs' to different parameters as needed; in other cases, the
different settings of a parameter may be assigned different degrees of
markedness. By contrast, for a phrase structure theory a simplicity metri
over grammars is really the only natural way in which it can rank alterna
tive languages. There is no innate list of parameters and their values int

which markedness costs can be entered, so some projectable evaluation
measure is needed instead. And though an evaluation measure need not
be a simplicity measure, syntactic theory has never had much success in
devising an alternative that would be as generally applicable. Thus th
ranking of word order patterns is very much the way a phrase structure
theory would like it to be.

A second factor that facilitates the translation from explicit parameters
to phrase structure generalizations is that, as she herself notes (1984; p.
60), Travis uses parameters very much in the manner of syntactic features,
i.e., to pick out natural classes of constituents, as sketched in (14).

(14) + case - case

asssignment assignment

+ theta

assignment NP PP1

- theta

assignment PP2

In terms of case and theta assignment, NP and PP1
class, and so do PP1 and PP2, but NP and PP2 do not

defined classes happen to coincide with the natural
familiar syntactic features such as major category f

37 What counts as uniform depends to some extent on what

assumed. However, it is unlikely to be highly labile as long as th
plausible limits on what the feature system should be. In genera

metric as the basis for ranking grammars is to attribute significanc

grammars are formulated. Though many different notational sy
assume that there is just one that is correct ('psychologically real
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that we employed in the phrase structure rules above. NP and PP1
the property of being sisters to the lexical head; PP1 and PP2 sha
property of being PPs; but NP and PP2 share neither context nor ca
Of course there was no guarantee that there would turn out t
straightforward a parallelism. In general, GB theory draws on a r
variety of concepts and mechanisms than a phrase structure theory
This is still true despite the recent refurbishments of traditional
structure rules. They have been translated into feature notation, th
been rendered highly schematic by omission of redundant feature

they have been carved into their ID and LP components.38 But th

still some things that they are not allowed to do. There is no

movement of constituents, of course. And there is also no explicit
ment of properties by one constituent to another. The phrase stru
approach can be adequate only if operations of these kinds are not
tated by the facts.

Let us consider movement first. Despite an earlier treatment

word order parameters which depended on movement of a phrase
one side of the head to the other (see footnote 11 above), Travi
analysis employs parameters which characterize the basic word or
terns directly, without appeal to movement transformations to f
(though she also assumes NP-movement and WH-movement of the
kind). This is partly why her parameters translate so easily into p

structure terms. On the other hand, GPSG is quite capable of

with 'movement phenomena' when necessary, though it simulates th

a single-level syntactic representation by means of SLASH feature
GKPS Chap. 7 for details.) So nothing in principle prevents the im

38 Are these modifications essential to the successful ranking of word orders? So
surprisingly, feature notation appears not to be, since it turns out that the same
are predicted by the use of braces (curly brackets) around unitary category symb
course this is not an argument for abandoning feature notation, which contributes
other ways to the development of an empirically adequate theory of syntactic mar
see Fodor and Crain, in prep.) Whether the ID/LP rule format is essential or just fa
is not entirely clear. Jackendoff (1977) struggled to capture word order generaliz
collapsing traditional phrase structure rules, and found that differences of constitu
in the way of expressing the ordering regularities, and vice versa. Hawkins (1982
that these difficulties were valuable, because they resulted in differences in gramm
plexity and thus predicted markedness rankings. But Hawkins (1983) shifted in
modular system that is similar to ID/LP. His reason, only briefly sketched (p. 1
apparently that when word order irregularities exact a cost in terms of rule com
the price should be paid by rules concerned exclusively with word order; cons
generalizations should not suffer.
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parameterization provided by phrase structure theory from being extended

to a wide range of other syntactic phenomena.39
Let us now consider the concept of assignment of case and theta roles.
Is this crucial to the analysis of the word order facts? The question is
important because the LP rules of a phrase structure grammar cannot
exploit the special properties of the assignment relation. A GB grammar

can say, for instance, that verbs assign case to the left, but a phrase
structure grammar cannot express exactly this. This is not because a phrase

structure grammar can't deal with case at all. The ID rule in (5) above
does not explicitly mention case, but case will be present in the trees that
it generates. Normally, accusative case will be supplied as the default on
an NP sister to V. For marked constructions with non-default case (e.g.,

dative objects in German), the case would be specified in the lexical
subcategorization feature for the verb (which might be listed or deter
mined by a lexical redundancy rule). Either way, the case feature can be

referred to by LP rules.40 For example, the LP rule (15) would order
accusative NPs before verbs; the slightly simpler and more general LP
rule (16) would apply to all case-marked NPs.

(15) [CASE ACC] < [+V, -N, BAR 0]

(16) [CASE] < [+V, -N, BAR 0]
This is as close as one can get in a GPSG framework to the statement
that case is assigned to the left by verbs.41 But note that (16) does not

39 That isn't to say that there may not be some particular limitations. For example, simulating

local movement in GPSG is not always easy; if it coexists in a language with long-distance
movement, the different constraints on them can sometimes become entangled. Generally,
GPSG does not attempt to simulate GB local movements, but directly generates the surface

sequence.

40 GPSG does not make any syntactic use of theta roles, so there could be no LP rule
corresponding to Travis' Theta-assignment parameter. But there appears to be no reason
why the theory should not be modified to incorporate theta roles if they do turn out to be
the proper basis for word order patterns or other syntactic generalizations (see discussion

below). They could be handled formally in much the same fashion as case. That is, they
could be encoded as syntactic features; a single binary feature might suffice, since it has
been argued within GB theory that the syntax should not make reference to differences
between theta roles, but only distinguish constituents that are assigned theta roles from those

that are not (see Rappaport and Levin, 1988, but also Uszkoreit, 1986). The theta features
could be introduced into trees much as case features are (i.e., by universal defaults, by ID
rules or by subcategorization features, depending on how predictable they are), and then
referenced by LP rules.
41 It might be claimed that a phrase structure theory does acknowledge that verbs (and
prepositions, etc.) assign case to NPs, since it is the lexical entry of a verb (or preposition,
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quite say this. It says only that case-marked sisters of the verb
its left. These two formulations are empirically non-equivalent;
subtle differences in the way in which they group facts under g
tions.42 It is not easy to establish at the present stage of research
the concept of assignment is essential for descriptive or explan
equacy. But certainly Travis' formulation of the word order ge

tions does not turn on the distinction between having case

assigned case (or likewise for theta roles).
It might be argued nevertheless that the GB notion of assign
important to the analysis of word order because of its explanato
It could offer an explanation for the universal trend for an ob

be closer to the verb than PP arguments are. (See footnotes
above.) An ID/LP grammar could state this fact, but it would
stipulation. In GB, by contrast, case assignment can be pictu

literal transfer of a property from the verb to the NP. And th

natural to suppose that intervening material would get in the wa
transferral process.

Though this is indeed an intuitively natural idea, it needs to b

ciled with the existence of counterexamples to the adjacency of

direct object, as in French and Italian where an adverb can i

Possibly these examples could be regarded as marked; if so, assig
across intervening material could be portrayed as 'difficult' but a
with every deviation from perfect adjacency carrying a cost in

markedness. Or possibly, as Stowell (1981) proposed, the adja

etc.) that specifies the case of an NP if it differs from the default case. Howev

rules have no access to this fact. Whereas the Travis parameters refer to assignm
verb, the LP rules of GPSG are independent of the ID rules and cannot refer to

except the features that the ID rules (and feature instantiation) have assigned to con

The assignment relation could be made accessible to LP rules, but only by me

additional and otherwise redundant notation which provided each NP with an index

which item had assigned it its case.

42 The assignment and non-assignment approaches to the relation between case
will diverge if an NP sister to V can bear a case assigned to it by something othe
verb. Perhaps this particular situation never occurs, but something similar t

Exceptional Case Marking constructions. The subordinate subject is sister to
receives its case from the verb in the higher clause. If a GB parameter estab

direction of case marking by INFL' (indirectly by INFL), it would not apply to t
an LP rule which ordered INFL' with respect to a case-marked NP would appl
are not suggesting, however, that this offers a practicable basis for adjudicating
two approaches. One reason among many is that phrase structure descriptions h

to reject Exceptional Case Marking analyses in favor of analyses in which t

receives case from the matrix verb does so because it is structurally its sister (i.e
to make case assignment strictly local).
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quirement is absolute but case assignment is parameterized to apply to
different representations in different languages; Stowell suggests that in
English case is assigned on full structural representations while in Italian
it is assigned on "an abstract representation of X', where only the head
and its arguments appear" (p. 114). For non-configurational languages in
which, like most constituents, the verb and its object are freely positioned,
it is necessary to assume that case is not assigned by the verb at all; rather,
it would be inherent to the NP, and selected by subcategorization in the

lexicon.

Clearly there is a danger here that in accounting for the variability in

the adjacency requirement, one loses the proposed explanation for its
existence. But in any case there is a deeper reason for doubting whether
the assignment relation is the source of word order restrictions. In fact
there is reason to doubt that word order generalizations should be framed
in terms of case and theta roles at all. Consider, for instance, the [-case,
+theta] cell in (14) above. This should arguably include not only PP1 but
also NP-trace in passives, since the passive object is assigned a theta role
but not case by the passive verb.43 The rather strange prediction is that,
in languages where the Case-direction parameter is set, the trace of an
underlying passive object NP will be positioned like a prepositional phrase,
not like lexical object NPs. This might have no detectable consequences,
but conceivably it could (e.g., if NP-trace blocks some phonological liaison

processes).
Another potential problem concerns the [+case, -theta] cell in (14).
Travis (1984, p. 60) states that this would contain NPs that undergo
Exceptional Case Marking. No consequences would follow, since such an
NP is not a sister of the verb that assigns it case, so the Case-direction

parameter would be inapplicable, and the NP would presumably be or
dered instead by whatever parameters apply to subjects. However, the
[+case, -theta] classification would also include expletive NPs, if it is
assumed that expletives have case but no theta role (see Chomsky, 1981
Chap. 2; 1986 Chap. 3). In that case, the Theta-direction parameter would
not apply to them. In a language with the Case-direction parameter set,
expletives would be ordered exactly like thematic NPs. But in a language
with the Theta-direction parameter set, the arguments would be on one
side of the head, the adjuncts would be on the other side, and expletives
would be predicted (by the 'elsewhere' character of headedness) to pattern

43 The chain of which the trace is a part receives case, but not from a sister of the trace, so
this case would not engage the Case-direction parameter.
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with the adjuncts. This is a rather surprising prediction. Of

applies only to expletive NPs that are sister to V, but Postal and
(1988) have argued that there are indeed expletive NPs within VP

in English. If there is a language which (unlike English) ha

direction set, and also has (non-theta-bearing) expletive objects,
prediction of the Travis parameters should be testable; but it
strike us as plausible.

Note that neither of these problems would exist if the bas

ordering statements were major category features, as in (7')-(9')
Both NP-traces and expletive NPs would be ordered like norm
NPs. It seems, then, that category-based generalizations fare as w

better than generalizations based on case and theta roles.44 I

concept of assignment is not crucial to capturing word order fac

To summarize this section: The word order facts covered by
parameters apparently do not call for resources richer than

phrase structure theory can provide. It remains to be seen wheth

GB parameters can be accommodated as easily, but we have u

no specific grounds for doubting that they can. The basic prerequ
course, is that a phenomenon is describable at all by a phrase st

(or ID/LP) grammar (see footnote 36). Then it can be asked w

correct predictions about the range of cross-language variation
spect to that phenomenon emerge automatically in the phrase s
framework. We have seen that this is likely to be so as long as un
patterns are uniform patterns (under some independently accep
ture analysis) and increasing markedness correlates with increasin
iness in the feature description. Then the markedness rankings
values of explicit parameters will be matched by appropriate com
differences in phrase structure grammars.
Incidentally, we note that grammar complexity is reduced not o
the phenomenon described is uniform, but also when it conform
to default feature values, since default values can be omitted fro

A phrase structure theory has some freedom to establish its vario
value defaults in such a way that rules and whole grammars are

appropriately by the simplicity metric.45 This freedom to pick fe

44 However, Uszkoreit (1986) has proposed both theta-sensitive and category-s
rules for German. Uszkoreit treats the various theta roles as alternative values of
feature. He makes no use of the concept of assignment of theta roles.
45 For example, it is argued in Fodor and Crain (in prep.), that the default for

ROOT is [+ROOT], that the default for the feature SLASH which encodes lon
dependences is to have no value, that the default for NULL is [+ NULL] in som
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their defaults means that mere adoption of a phrase structure framework

does not uniquely determine the class of parameterization facts that can
be accommodated. As usual, greater descriptive flexibility costs the theo
retical framework some of its explanatoriness. However, this freedom in
phrase structure theory does have quite strict limits, since the various
default assignments once established will interact automatically to deter
mine relative complexity, with empirical consequences, for innumerable
other rules and other grammars.

In short: cross-language variation can be characterized in a modern
phrase structure framework just as long as syntactic features and their
default values can be established in such a way that they will give rise to
appropriate simplicity rankings.46 These criteria are not trivial to satisfy.
But on the other hand they are not so forbidding that further work in this
framework would be pointless.

5. WHERE ARE THE PARAMETERS?
So far, the phrase structure approach to parameterization is still a con
tender; we have encountered nothing which suggests that it is in principle
too weak to capture significant descriptive generalizations. Now we must
consider the opposite danger, that it is too powerful to have any explana
tory value.47 To do this we must first elucidate what exactly in the phrase
structure system is simulating the effects of explicit parameters in GB.
The answer is that each phrase structure rule (in GPSG, each ID rule
and each LP rule) in the universal pool of possible rules corresponds to

and [- NULL] in others. Rules for constructions with these values will be simpler than rules
which must explicitly specify non-default values. The choice of these particular default values
rather than others is motivated by the fact that they predict certain familiar universal trends,

such as the A-over-A constraint.

46 What rankings are 'appropriate'? So far we have just been accepting Travis' frequency
criterion, but there are innumerable empirical and theoretical problems concerning how
markedness ought to be determined. For instance, there appear to be some real conflicts
between (a) traditional linguistic criteria for markedness (e.g., distribution, neutralization),
(b) the requirements of the subset principle as a logical condition on acquisition, and (c) the
empirically observed sequence in which constructions are acquired. (See Hyams, 1986a, for
some discussion.) These issues are in urgent need of clarification. In the meantime it is often
frustratingly difficult to know what markedness rankings a theory ought to be aiming for.
47 A third potential problem is that current phrase structure grammars, though linguistically

satisfactory, might be inherently unlearnable under reasonable assumptions about human

language acquisition. We have no space to address this here. A number of threats to
learnability (e.g., feature notation, language-specific constraints) are discussed by Fodor and
Crain (in prep.), Fodor (in press, b). The problems are serious but not totally intractable.
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one parameter. It is like a binary valued parameter, since any

grammar either does or does not contain the rule in question; it i
the grammar for every language contained either a plus or a min
that rule. The rules constitute parameters in the sense that they es

the units by which the theory permits one grammar to differ from an

and the size of the steps that children are predicted to take in ad
towards the adult grammar. Note that we are employing here a fun
definition of parameter i.e., a characterization of the role that para
play in identifying differences between possible languages. It is ext
difficult to find a general statement in the literature of what a pa
is, or should be, but we believe that our characterization does just
the accepted content of the term. Of course there are bound to be

ences of detail in implementation from one theoretical framew

another. We discuss some of these in Section 6 below.

We should note that nothing prevents GPSG or any other phrase

ture theory from adopting explicit parameters. (For example, ther

be a parametric choice concerning which features fall under th

Feature Convention in different languages.) This approach has not
developed in the literature and we will not pursue it here. We will c
to focus on the implicit parameterization which emerges automatic
a phrase structure system. We have presented word order as an ex
of a domain in which these implicit 'parameters' can do the same w

characterizing language variation as explicit parameters do. Ho
phrase structure rules (ID and LP rules) as implicit parameters
seem to be at a serious disadvantage relative to explicit parame

one obvious respect. Explicit parameters are held to be few in num
but rules-as-parameters apparently cannot be. Since the number o
tial rules must apparently be quite large,48 a phrase structure fram
threatens to provide too many implicit parameters, more than are
ated by the actual extent of cross-linguistic variation and by the ob

facts of language acquisition. The grain of the parameterization is
ently too fine. We will now argue that this objection, though it d
to be taken seriously, is not a valid one.
First, the scale of this problem is much reduced if lexical ID rul
excluded from the tally. These constitute the majority of the rul

GKPS grammar. They express what are in effect subcategorizat

48 In the absence of constraints on rule length or format or feature composition, the
of potential ID rules would be infinite. Despite their general concern for the formal p

of grammars, GKPS do not propose very tight universal constraints on possible ID
We are assuming that some such constraints can and should be imposed.
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tures, and arguably should count as part of the lexicon. All theories must

of course acknowledge the lexicon as a source of considerable cross
language variation.49 HPSG (Pollard and Sag, 1987) has eliminated th
lexical ID rules of GPSG. It has also reduced the number of non-lexical

ID rules. Subcategorization features now appear in trees, where they are
used to guide the combination of predicates and their arguments in very
much the style of a categorial grammar. And as in a categorial grammar,
the role of syntactic rules is correspondingly diminished. Pollard and Sag
propose just two rules to do the work of a number of the non-lexical ID

rules of GPSG.

What matters to the present discussion, and is not entirely clear from
the development of HPSG so far, is how broad a class of possible rule
must still be admitted by the theory to accommodate the full range of
cross-language variation. For example, with so much information now in

the lexicon, it seems essential for grammars to contain lexical redundancy
rules to capture generalizations and eliminate redundancies in lexical en
tries; and the examples given by Pollard and Sag suggest that the theory
must admit a rather rich array of such rules. Also, HPSG still needs LP

rules. Pollard and Sag propose three LP rules for English: one which

places lexical heads before non-heads, one which orders less oblique com
plements and adjuncts before more oblique ones, and one which orders
a focused phrase after non-focus sisters. Again, what is of present concern
is the range of possible LP rules, since these define the implicit parameters
for word order in HPSG. Are there more parameters than there are in
an explicit parameter system? And if so, are the implicit parameters too
numerous or the explicit parameters too few?

We suggest at a couple of points below that more parameters than

Travis' three will be needed to handle all possible word order patterns in
natural language, even in core grammar. And approaching from the other
side, it seems very likely that GPSG/HPSG could benefit from recognition
of additional universal principles that would reduce the class of possible
LP rules. In this way the two theories may perhaps begin to converge on
some intermediate degree of parameterization. However, it is inevitable
that there will be more implicit phrase structure parameters than explicit
GB parameters. The reason is that the former are required to do mor
work than the latter. Phrase structure theory does not separate core from

49 It has been proposed that all parameterization can be located in the lexicon; see Borer
(1984). We would have no objection if that were so, but our discussion here presupposes
that it is not.
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periphery, as GB does. (It might, but there is no natural way f
so. Given that the core consists of rules, it is hard to see how th

could be very different.50) This is why the class of possible phrase s

rules/parameters cannot be pared down too drastically. It mus
broad enough to accommodate everything in both core and
even the most outlandish of peripheral constructions. The q
empirical adequacy then becomes the question of whether the
of parameters to cover peripheral facts necessarily undermines

tages of a parametric approach. It looks as if, in leaving room
variation in the periphery, the theory might give up any chanc
ing the uniformities within the core.

In fact this turns out not to be a serious obstacle for the phrase s

approach. It is dealt with by developing a systematic theory of

markedness, as we have already anticipated in previous sec

existence of many potential rules/parameters can be tolerated
they differ widely in markedness. For then they will also diffe
how often we expect to encounter them in actual human langu
At the heart of the theory of markedness are the convention

collapsing.51 Rule collapsing solves the problem because it has
of 'fattening up' the scope of rules, and thereby also the gr
ameterization. The universal pool of rules will include everyth

fully specified, highly specific rules, to very schematic and gen
and each one defines an implicit parameter of cross-linguistic
The specific rules define fine-grained variation, 'thin' param
general rules define wide-grained variation 'fat' parameters. We
of the former as characterizing peripheral phenomena, and th
characterizing core phenomena.52 The important point is that,

50 This continuity of core and periphery makes the development of a theory of c
variation very much more challenging, but it has real merits. For example, it
a single psychological mechanism for acquisition, where a discontinuous mode
periphery requires two quite different mechanisms. It also means that develo
theory of the core brings with it a theory of the periphery, rather than leav
unconstrained. See Fodor (1986; 1989) for discussion of these points.

51 Note that rule collapsing is needed in a phrase structure grammar quite inde
any considerations of parameterization. It is no mere typographical convenienc
of the few means by which a grammar can express non-universal generaliza
language. Without the collapsing devices, a grammar could consist of a rand
from the universal pool of all possible (fully specific) rules. But natural langua

are clearly more systematic. The collapsing devices, in cooperation with t

metric, strongly encourage grammars to select clusters of formally similar rul
systematically related constructions.

52 A consequence is that what is a core fact for one language may be a periph
another, as argued in a GB framework by Hyams (1986a, b).
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eral schematic rules contain fewer features than very specific rules, th
simplicity metric will favor the 'fat' rules/parameters at the expense of t
fine-grained ones, while nevertheless admitting both.
We expect to find the actually occurring human languages towards th

'good' end of the markedness continuum. And we have just seen tha

unmarked rules will tend to be very general. So actual natural language

grammars can be expected to consist largely (though not exclusively) of
these general rules, and hence grammars will differ from each other wi
respect to which of these general rules they contain. In other words, t
units by which languages differ from each other will normally be quit
chunky. But note that this does not mean that it is impossible for two
languages (or dialects) to differ by one or more highly specific rules. It
just that this will (automatically) count as marked when it occurs.
To summarize: once rules are permitted to collapse into general schem

ata, ranked by a simplicity metric, it is predicted to be rare (thou
possible) for a language to have a specific rule which does not collap

with others in its grammar. And similarly, it is predicted to be rare (thou

possible) for two languages to differ by a specific rule; typically, they wi

differ by a more general rule schema. Thus the phrase structure approac
provides a theory of syntactic markedness which, unlike GB parameters,

accommodates the full extent of observed language variation and ye
at the same time distinguishes between marked 'parameter values' an
unmarked ones.
This rather abstract characterization of the situation needs to be illus

trated with concrete examples. Once again we will consider word order

generalizations. We will show that though the theory makes availab

some quite improbable word order generalizations, it also tags them as
quite improbable. This is exactly as it should be. So also is the fact that
well-attested word order patterns, such as those that Travis' parameter
characterize, are predicted to be among the most preferred.

In Section 3 we arrived at a parameterization resembling Travis' b

starting with LP statements that mentioned category and bar features, a

then collapsing across these features. But suppose we had started with
statements containing other features, such as person or tense features, o

[+REFLEXIVE], and so on. Then we could arrive at implausible wor
order generalizations, e.g., that past tense verbs always precede thir

person reflexive NPs, while present tense verbs always follow accusativ
singular NPs. It seems bizarre to suppose that there could be parameter
for natural language whose values were word order patterns like these.
So a phrase structure theory would indeed be too powerful to be explan
tory if it accorded these patterns equal status with headedness general
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tions. Is there a way of excluding them from the class of imp

ameters?

As usual, there is an 'absolute' approach to this problem, and a mark
edness approach. The absolute approach would totally exclude certain
imaginable LP rules by restricting rule format or the class of features that
LP rules may contain. So for example, one could try prohibiting features

such as [+REFLEXIVE] and [PERSON 3] from appearing in LP rules.
But as a general solution, this is almost certainly not feasible. For example,

GKPS propose LP rule (17) for English, which makes use of the feature

SUBCAT.

(17) [SUBCAT] < -[SUBCAT]
The - in (17) means "not specified for", so the rule says that constituents
with a value for the SUBCAT feature must precede constituents unspeci
fied for SUBCAT. The SUBCAT feature characterizes all and only lexical
categories, regardless of whether they are X? heads of major categories
or are 'minor' or 'functional' categories such as specifiers, coordinating
conjunctions, etc. The SUBCAT feature does essential work in integrating
lexical information into trees, but it seems a surprising feature to encoun
ter in a word order generalization. So if (17) is indeed the right generaliza
tion about English, the prospects for stringent absolute limitations on
features in LP rules look dim.
Furthermore, it appears that LP rules must be able to contain a wide
range of minor features. GKPS (footnote 29, p. 108) cite word order facts
from a number of languages which suggest that this is so. They write:
German linearizes verbs differently according to whether they are finite; Dyirbal normally

has absolutive-case-marked NPs earlier than other NPs; Navajo linearizes animate NPs to
the left of inanimate ones; Haida places nonpronominal NPs before pronominal ones regard
less of grammatical relations status; Spanish orders its clitic pronouns according to person
specifications; and so on.

Even if one might quibble with some of these examples, there are others.
Travis (1984, p. 45) notes that clitics in Romance languages and in Archaic
Chinese are positioned differently relative to the verb than full NPs are.

Hawkins (1983, p. 137) cites word orders in which NPs with different
cases appear on opposite sides of the verb in the same language. Even
more idiosyncratic patterns are not hard to find, e.g., the ordering of time
adverbs before manner and place adverbs in German, and whatever it is

that orders English prenominal adjectives.53
53 It is not clear how these more intricate word order patterns would be handled in an
explicit parameter system. They might be relegated to the periphery. Otherwise, additional
parameters would have to be admitted, e.g., a parameter for clitic position relative to the
head; a parameter for ordering clitics relative to each other; a Case-direction parameter for
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If there are any absolute universal restrictions on the featural bases for

word order generalizations, then a phrase structure framework could and
should incorporate them to limit the class of possible LP rules. It seems
quite possible that some such universals may be found, at least if they are
made sensitive to different types of LP rules. For example, it may be that
person features may not appear in rules which order a non-head to one
side or other of the head, but may appear in rules which order non-heads

(e.g., clitics) relative to each other. Case features, on the other hand,
may be permissible in both kinds of rule. We cannot set out a fully
developed theory here, but merely suggest that a valuable direction for
refining the GPSG/HPSG characterization of LP rules would be to look
for a hierarchy of features, such that an LP rule always draws from the
highest level of the hierarchy which can distinguish the constituents to be
ordered. (For instance: person distinctions are a possible basis for ordering
clitics relative to each other, because clitics do differ in person but aren't
distinguishable from each other by reference to more salient and broadly

applicable properties such as major category features or bar level or
head/non-head, etc.) However, we suspect that this feature hierarchy,
even if it is on the right track, does not determine absolute universal
restrictions on LP rules but only trends which can have exceptions. So it
seems likely that a theory of markedness will also have some contribution
to make in limiting the effective number of LP rules and hence of word
order 'parameters' in an ID/LP system.
In a markedness theory, we want the simplicity metric to favor 'good'
LP rules like (7') and (13) above, and (17) since it occurs, and to disfavor

improbable LP rules like (18).

(18) [VFORM FIN] < [PER 3]
At first sight this seems impossible, since (18) is formally no more complex

than (17) and is simpler than (7'). However, though a comparison of
individual rule complexity will not give the right result, a comparison of
total grammar size will do it (as long as "<" means "may precede" rather

than "must precede"; see footnote 24 above).54 The LP component of the

each case the language assigns; etc. A phrase structure system would automatically project
these and other (implicit) parameters, while at the same time the simplicity metric would
strongly favor grammars which do not make use of them, i.e., grammars in which LP rules
do not refer to these specific features but only to more general features; see below.
54 Once LP rules specify permitted orders, it is necessary for every category in the language

to fall under some LP rule. If LP rules specified prohibited orders, as in GPSG, this would
not be so. And then there would be no need in principle for an LP component to contain
anything more than (17) or (18), or to contain anything at all.
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grammar will be more complex if it contains (18) than if it contai

or (7'), because (18) does less work than these other rules and n
be supplemented by more additional rules. Rule (18) leaves inf

verbs unordered, and also first and second person NPs, so additiona

will be needed to position them. By contrast, (7') orders all verb
respect to all their arguments and adjuncts; and (17) orders many
of constituents, as GKPS note (p. 50):55

From this single statement it follows that verbs will be VP-initial, that determiner
initial, that English has prepositions rather than postpositions, that complementizers
S, that coordination words are conjunct-initial, that auxiliary verbs which are daug
S are sentence-initial, that adjectives and nouns precede their complements, that com
and equative particles are constituent-initial, etc.

Thus even though rule (17) employs a minor and rather unexpecte
ture, phrase structure theory predicts (with no tampering or specia
ments at all) that this feature is a natural basis for an LP statemen
as the head/non-head distinction is. It is natural because it has ext

application, expresses a broad generalization; and because it exp

broad generalization, it is ranked highly by the simplicity metric.5
It would be ideal for the implicit parameters model if this bread
generalization criterion were the sole determinant of preferred wor

patterns, but it is not clear that this is so. We have seen that gen
favors headedness and lexical status as natural bases for word orde
terns, in preference to finiteness and person. But generality does no
all the finer distinctions that may be needed. For example, we conj
above that number is a natural basis for ordering non-heads relati
each other but not for ordering non-heads relative to the head; w
case distinctions possibly can determine order relative to the head.
it would be unwise to rest too much syntactic theory on this point
the facts have been more extensively researched, it is worth noti
possible point at which the implicit parameterization model canno

55 Some of these facts would follow in GB from an initial setting of the Headedn
ameter, since it is assumed that Complementizer is head of CP, that Inflection is h

IP, that Determiner is head of DP (see Chomsky, 1986; Abney, 1987). But othe
covered by (17) would not fall under a headedness generalization. For example,

cause great complication in the grammar of conjunction if coordination words were
as the heads of conjoined structures. If GKPS are right about English, therefore
prove necessary to incorporate a lexical/non-lexical word order parameter into GB

the Headedness parameter.

56 Incidentally, we suspect that (17) falls under an even broader generalization for
which is that a sister with a higher bar level follows a sister with a lower bar level o
feature at all. (This is a kind of 'heaviness' generalization and may relate to genera
concerning 'principal branching direction'; see Lust, 1983).
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solely on the simplicity metric to evaluate grammars but may need

aspects of the ranking to be stipulated. Since number distinctions an

distinctions both sort noun phrases equally efficiently for purposes
LP rule, the ID/LP approach offers no inherent explanation for why
are not equally likely to appear in an LP rule.
By contrast, this may be one case in which a GB approach require
stipulation. As Travis (personal communication) has observed, word
principles based on the notion of assignment predict that constituen
be ordered on the basis of some property only if that property is as
by one of the constituents to the other. Given that heads assign cas
theta roles to their complements, it follows that the ordering of hea
complements relative to each other can be sensitive to case and t
Given that nothing assigns number to a noun phrase, it follows tha
ordering of noun phrases relative to anything else cannot be sensit
number. Thus not all featural distinctions that have equal scope are
in the eyes of the explicit parameter theory, and so the theory has
explanatory potential which is lacking in the implicit parameter mod
This is an important form of argument which deserves further con
ation, but as it stands it has a number of weaknesses which would n
to be remedied. First, we noted above that there is room for doubt a

whether word order patterns do rest on case and theta assignment r
than on category and hierarchical structure.58 Then there are proble
factual detail, which need to be checked against a wider range of cr
linguistic data. For instance, as we have seen, the assignment-based
proach could not handle any ordering that is sensitive to number con
or person contrasts or [?pronominal] etc. If such phenomena occur,
could be dealt with only by the peripheral grammar; and then only
giving up, for the periphery, the proposed explanatory generalization
word order restrictions to assignment. Also ruled out would be word

parameters based on [?SUBCAT], on bar level, or on any other
of [+lexical] distinction. But note that such distinctions are so br

57 Care is needed here or else, since the Headedness parameter is supposed to order
such as adjuncts which have no property assigned to them by the head, the Head
parameter itself would fail to satisfy this metaprinciple. But perhaps, if a head can b

to license its adjuncts as well as its arguments, the reference to direction of assignment

be changed to direction of licensing.

58 As noted (footnote 44), Uszkoreit suggests that LP rules must recognize patterns o
kinds. But as long as there are any patterns which must be stated in terms of non-as
properties such as major category, the assignment-based approach will be inadequate.
such patterns would have to be treated as peripheral, or the proposed explanation
class of possible word order parameters would have to be relinquished.
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applicable that it would be implausible to regard these word order
as peripheral. So if GKPS are right about the word order gener
in English (see above), then the whole assignment-based explana

why word order parameters favor some features over others
lost.59

To summarize this section: ID rules and LP rules function like par
ameters in an explicit parameter theory in that they identify the ways in

which languages can differ from each other. The number of such par
ameters is limited only by the number of possible rules, which is quite
high. But these parameters cover both 'core' and 'periphery'. And, in any
case, the number of parameters predicted to be relevant to the characteriz

ation of actually occurring languages is quite small, when markedness
differences are taken into account. As in Section 3, we have seen here
that markedness rankings largely follow from how uniform the facts of
the language are, since uniformity translates into simplicity of grammars.
There may be additional factors relevant to markedness in the case of LP
rules, but details remain to be established.

6. COMPARISONS
We began with a question about how to characterize word order variation,

but in the course of comparing the different approaches to it that are
made available by an explicit parameter theory and by a phrase structure

(ID/LP) theory, we have uncovered some interesting parallels between

59 As far as we can see, it is not a necessary property of these or any other parameters that

they be framed in terms of assignment; this does not seem to follow from any obvious
definition of what parameters are or should be. It might be proposed that an (explicit)
parameter is by definition a variable in the statement of a principle, such that the alternative

instantiations of the variable modulate the effects of the principle. (For instance: Wexler
and Manzini, 1987, in effect give five values for a variable in the characterization of governing

category which enters into the binding principles.) However, this definition would be too
restrictive to admit all parameters that have been proposed. Some parameters that do not
appear to have this character can be reformulated so as to satisfy the definition but others
apparently cannot. For example, the Theta-direction parameter could be cast as a variable
in the statement of the Theta Criterion; but the Headedness parameter does not appear to
fit into any independently needed principle (or definition that feeds a principle). An illus
tration from a different area of syntax is provided by (183), (184), (187) of Lasnik and Saito
(1984). (183) is independently needed, and it can be modified to include a variable for level
of application: A[+wh] Comp must have a [+wh] head at LF and level X where the possible
instantiations of X are S-structure and null. Similarly for (184). However, Lasnik and Saito
say that these are not the real parameters. Rather, "the parameter is whether a language
has syntactic Wh Movement or not"; this feeds the implicational universal (187). And this
cannot be cast as a modulation of any independently motivated principle. Like Headedness,
it just states a fact about the language.
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the two. In contrast with traditional phrase structure theory, modern

phrase structure theory is both principle-based and (implicitly) par
ameterized.
The principles of phrase structure theory are the universal constraints
on rule form, and the universal constraints on rule interpretation which

determine which trees are licensed by which rules. The latter include
feature co-occurrence restrictions, feature specification defaults, and fea

ture 'percolation' principles such as the Head Feature Convention and the
Foot Feature Principle (see GKPS for details). Together these constitute
UG; they represent every fact about natural language constructions that
is universally predictable and hence can be innately encoded.60 UG rend
ers many feature specifications in rules redundant. When these redundant
specifications are eliminated from a rule, what remains is a schematic rule

whose features encode all and only the properties of the construction in
question that are peculiar to it.61 In this respect the schematic rule func

tions as a parameter does. What would have been a monolithic rule in
traditional phrase structure theory is thus factored into two parts: its
universal aspects which need not be specified in a particular grammar,
and its construction-specific or language-specific residue which is all that
needs to be recorded to characterize the language.62
The role and the benefits of this implicit parameterization are thus very
similar to those of an explicit parameterization as in GB. The mechanics,
though, are necessarily different. For example, two properties that are
the values of one GB parameter are mutually exclusive (so that acquiring
one automatically switches off the other), and normally one of them must
be selected. But two properties described by phrase structure rules are

not mutually exclusive, and a language need not have either.63 Also,
60 We should emphasize that we differ here from standard GPSG, which permits language
specific feature co-occurrence restrictions and feature specification defaults, as well as lan
guage-specific rules (see footnote 21 above). Therefore it is not true in the standard theory
that all feature instantiation is determined by UG principles and that cross-linguistic variation
('parameterization') is associated exclusively with rules (and the lexicon). Our modification
of the GKPS theory in this respect is motivated by standard problems about learning in the
absence of systematic negative evidence. And we have argued (Fodor and Crain, in prep.)
that it does not have a deleterious effect on the descriptive capacities of the system.

61 In the simplest cases, a schematic rule contains just a marked feature or two, and all
other features of the local trees it licenses are filled in by the universal feature instantiation

mechanism.

62 To avoid confusion: note that this factoring of traditional phrase structure rules into their

universal and their particular aspects is distinct from, and orthogonal to, the factoring of
traditional phrase structure rules into their ID and their LP components.

63 As noted above, Travis requires that in every language two of her three word order
parameters must lack a value, i.e. they must essentially be absent. In this respect they
resemble rules, and differ from more typical GB parameters.
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GPSG rules interact with feature instantiation principles in a di
way than GB parameter settings interact with GB principles. Th
'parameters' do not modify the content of a UG principle, as
parameters do. Rather, they and the UG principles each contrib

features to a local tree; the tree that is licensed is an amalg

precisely, the unification) of the features supplied by the particu

mar and the features supplied by UG.64
We will end this paper by discussing four more substantial dif
between the two models.

1. There is no direct analogue to the setting of parameters in t

sition of phrase structure grammars. Traditional models of rule
assume very cumbersome hypothesis-formation-and-testing pro
which compare poorly with an explicit parameter model in whic

sentences just trip switches (see Chomsky, 1988, pp. 62-63). H

Fodor (in press, a) outlines a learning algorithm for phrase struct
which, though not like switch setting in its details, has the simil

of being a simple and 'mechanical' process. A novel local tr

learner's input is passed through the universal feature instantia
ciples applied in reverse, which strip away all predictable featur
cations and leave just the idiosyncratic ones which constitute th
learned rule/parameter.
2. As we have noted, the theories differ with respect to the nu
parameters and their systematicity, due in large part to the fac
parameters are not required to characterize peripheral phenome

phrase structure parameters (at least as we have developed th
here) are required to do so. This is a policy decision which in
could be changed, but it is not likely to be, because it connec

with other contrasts between the theories. Parameters which co

core and periphery must be more numerous; and therefore it is
sible to suppose that they are just listed in a learner's head. Rat
assumed that they are projected systematically from the univers
syntactic features, under guidance from the universal principle
characterize legitimate phrase structure (ID and LP) rules. By co

64 The contributions of rules and principles are not fully independent, beca

principle contributes to a tree can depend on what the rule has contributed to it. Fo

the Head Feature Convention will establish the feature [VFORM FIN] on a V? da

an ID rule establishes the feature [VFORM FIN] on its mother. Neverthele

particular rule and a local tree that it licenses, it is possible to identify which fe
in the tree were inherited from the rule, and which ones followed from UG. Th

a GB principle and a parameter setting within it are not typically isolable in this
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explicit parameters as in GB are not supposed to follow from anything
else in the theory. They might be generable by some metaprinciples. But
it is certainly more natural in this case to assume that they are just listed
as basic axioms of the system. Corollaries of this assumption are (a) that
the explicit parameters can constitute an arbitrary set, with no systematic
pattern; (b) that they are necessarily finite in number, and ideally few in

number; and (c) that (assuming they are few in number) it would be

unrealistic to expect them to handle anything more than core phenomena.
Thus the various properties of GB parameters hang together naturally, as
does the different cluster of properties of implicit parameters.

3. Implicit parameters are less flexible in one respect than explicit par
ameters are. An explicit parameter can tie together a collection of dispar
ate syntactic phenomena in such a way that each language must either
have them all or must have none of them. But a phrase structure system
cannot project parameters which do this. Let us refer to them as octopus

parameters, each tentacle (not necessarily eight!) corresponding to an
independent fact about a language. Octopus parameters are not the same
as the 'fat' parameters discussed in the previous section, which subsume
a number of related facts. In the case of an octopus parameter, two or

more unrelated properties become correlated across languages, because

they all happen to be attached to a single parameter 'switch'. Superficially
it may not always be easy to distinguish this from the very different

situation in which two or more properties which appear to be unrelated

are in fact consequences of the same deeper property. In this latter case,
the one deeper property would be associated with a parameter switch, with
the result, as before, that the various surface properties are necessarily all
present in a language or all absent. But this is just a case of what we have

called a 'fat' parameter.
Both octopus parameters and these 'pseudo-octopus' fat parameters

have the merit of capturing constancies amid the variability of natural
languages. And they both have the advantage from the point of view of
learnability that if even one of the tentacles is acquirable from positive

evidence, it can pull into the language with it others that would have

needed negative evidence. But despite these similar advantages, the differ
ences in mechanism make a real difference. The true octopus parameters

are in principle beyond the bounds of a phrase structure theory (unless it

were to adopt explicit parameterization of its principles; see Section 5
above). Implicit phrase structure parameterization, as we have shown,

depends on there being similarities (of form, and hence of content) among
the rules that become tied together by the collapsing conventions. There
are no overt 'switches' to which unrelated properties could jointly attach
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themselves, as there apparently are in GB. (The idea of a sw

course only a metaphor in GB, but this appears to be one of the
that the metaphor is intended to bring out.)
On the other hand, GB theorists generally feel dissatisfied wi

octopus parameters, and try instead to establish an explanati

form of a deep linkage that will make the apparently disparate p

merely disparate consequences of a single underlying prope
classic example is the Pro-Drop or Null Subject parameter, w

been held to link the acceptability of null subjects with a variety

surface phenomena such as overt agreement, absence of expletiv

tions of the that-trace filter, subject postposing, lack of auxiliary in

etc. See Jaeggli and Safir, 1989a, for a recent discussion, with r
to earlier treatments. Jaeggli and Safir, 1989b, contains other re
posals.) This practice could be converted to principle, if desired,
ening the theory so as to prohibit true octopus parameters. In t
this basic difference between the explicit and implicit parameter

would disappear.

With regard to the fat parameters, the two theories are in fun

agreement. The only issue that arises is whether a phrase structu

mar would be capable of capturing as many of the connections b
superficially distinct facts as GB does; if not, the grain of its pa
ation will still be too fine to do justice to the observed corre
phenomena across different languages. This issue obviously has to
the depth of the analysis that each theory is capable of, rather t
their concept of a parameter. For example, phrase structure th
not define multiple levels of syntactic structure at which simil
tween superficially different constructions can be captured.

Here, then, is another point at which empirical evidence m

brought to bear to evaluate the two theories. The test cases would

of pseudo-octopus fat parameters, which group phenomena that
pear to be unrelated. The question is whether phrase structure th
(or could introduce) sufficient descriptive apparatus to be able t

the relatedness that holds the cluster together. We cannot a

anticipate the likely outcome of this kind of evaluation, however

few pseudo-octopus (or octopus) parameters have been identified
and none have been established with anything like certainty. Th
Subject parameter has been the best known and most striking exa
it has undergone considerable revision, for both theoretical and
reasons. The most recent discussions (see references above) have
ated the acceptability of null subjects from the various other p
with which it was previously believed to be correlated. Jaeggli a
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(1989a) now propose a correlation between null subjects and morpholog
ical uniformity, and Kayne (1989) proposes a correlation between nu
subjects and clitic climbing. It is not easy to imagine how either of the
connections could be captured in a phrase structure grammar, and thus
phrase structure theory is potentially vulnerable on this point. However,

these recent proposals about the Null Subject Parameter are still ne

enough that it would be a mistake to reject phrase structure theory out
of hand on this basis.

4. We observed in Section 4 that the implicit parameters of phras

structure theory are subject to certain limits - inherently, not just by
stipulation - with respect to how their 'values' are ranked. And we have
just observed that implicit parameters are more restricted in that they
cannot relate arbitrary properties of languages. Finally, we note that th

phrase structure approach is also more highly constrained than a G

approach with respect to the scope of its parameters. Phrase structure
(ID/LP) rule format entails that only strictly local syntactic dependencie

can be encoded. The scope of a phrase structure rule is just one loca

tree. (A long-distance dependency can be accounted for only if it can b

analyzed into a set of strictly local relations.) Now this fact, together wit

the fact that the rules are the parameters, entails that the scope of
parameter will also be just one local tree. As before, this restrictiveness
of the phrase structure theory is a bad thing if it precludes the sorts o
descriptive power needed for natural languages; but it is highly desirab
if it does not. It is encouraging, then, to note that Webelhuth (1989
starting from GB assumptions, has argued on empirical grounds for re
stricting the scope of a parameter to one local tree. Though considerabl
more research is clearly needed, this convergence adds strength to our
claim that adopting a phrase structure theory does not entail renouncin
the many advantages of a parameter theory.
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